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Abstract
We describe a dynamic science portal called the GROWTH Marshal that allows time-
domain astronomers to define science programs, program filters to save sources from
different discovery streams, co-ordinate follow-up with various robotic or classical tele-
scopes, analyze the panchromatic follow-up data and generate summary tables for pub-
lication. The GROWTH marshal currently serves 137 scientists, 38 science programs
and 67 telescopes. Every night, in real-time, several science programs apply various cus-
tomized filters to the 105 nightly alerts from the Zwicky Transient Facility. Here, we
describe the schematic and explain the functionality of the various components of this
international collaborative platform.
1. INTRODUCTION
New time-domain surveys, with their immense
survey mapping speeds, are taking a leap by an
order of magnitude in the sheer volume of their
discovery streams. Ongoing optical time-domain
surveys optimized for various cadences and depths
include ASAS-SN (Shappee et al. 2014), ATLAS
(Tonry et al. 2018), DLT40 (Tartaglia et al. 2018),
Evryscope (Law et al. 2014), MASTER (Lipunov
et al. 2010), PanSTARRS (Kaiser et al. 2010) and
the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al. in
prep, Graham et al. in prep). For example, ZTF is
already generating alerts of the order of 105 events
per night and soon, starting 2022, the Large Synop-
tic Survey Facility (LSST; Ivezic´ et al. 2008) will
generate alerts of the order of 106 events per night.
An alert is defined as any candidate astronomical
source that has changed in flux density (or is at a
new spatial position) relative to an archival refer-
ence image.
A major challenge that faces the astronomical
community is how to efficiently work with such
large datasets to identify well-defined samples of
sources of interest and obtain the necessary follow-
up data in a timely manner. Especially with world-
wide collaborations involving multiple follow-up
telescopes, organization, co-ordination and com-
munication are key to an effective, productive sci-
entific collaboration. Every system undertaking
systematic follow-up of transients is putting to-
gether tools to facilitate this process, e.g. the
PESSTO collaboration (Smartt et al. 2015) and Las
Cumbres Observatory (Street et al. 2018).
Here, we present a dynamic web science por-
tal that addresses this challenge dubbed the
GROWTH Marshal. The word marshal signifies
that this portal is designed to marshal transient
candidates to follow-up telescopes (or vice versa).
GROWTH (Global Relay of Observatories Watch-
ing Transients Happen) is a worldwide network of
16 institutions committed to time-domain astron-
omy and it is the name of the NSF PIRE (Na-
tional Science Foundation Partnership in Interna-
tional Research and Education) project that devel-
oped this portal. The codebase is written by multi-
ple students and postdocs and builds on the legacy
of code developed for the Palomar Transient Fac-
tory (PTF; Law et al. 2009) project. The codebase
is written entirely in Python in modular form and
version controlled. All data is stored in a post-
greSQL database.
Currently, the GROWTH marshal is being used
by 137 scientists with 38 science programs and 67
telescopes worldwide. Each science program has
a well-defined sample-selection criterion to filter
candidates from various discovery streams. Ev-
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2ery night, members of a science program moni-
tor which sources pass their filter. Based on the
available information, users regularly marshal tran-
sient candidates to various follow-up telescopes
and analyze the resulting follow-up data. A suc-
cinct summary of discovery stream data, follow-up
data and analysis results is presented on the science
program reports page. This summary is machine-
readable to ease regular monitoring as well as ease
generation of tables for journal publication. The
key service of the GROWTH marshal is to assist
a science collaboration with the steps between re-
ceiving a firehose of alerts from a discovery en-
gine to publication of the science results. Figure 1
shows a schematic summarizing the various com-
ponents of the GROWTH marshal.
The GROWTH Marshal’s home page (Figure 2)
acts as a unified, central hub allowing users to
easily access various pages. The home page dis-
plays the most viewed sources of the week, letting
users quickly navigate to the most exciting and in-
teresting new sources. The home page features a
newsfeed updating the user on the latest comments,
classifications, and observation assignments for
sources in their science programs. Each science
program also has a calendar to organize candidate
vetting and/or follow-up observing runs. The back-
end is a Google Calendar API such that users may
subscribe to these calendars with other calendar
applications to view them along with other calen-
dars. This home page may also be limited to par-
ticular science programs, allowing users to quickly
see what is happening in any of their science pro-
grams, not just those programs that happen to be
the most active.
The home page provides easy access links for the
various facets of a user’s science program. It has
links to ingestion streams (§ 2), visual vetting of
filtered candidates (§ 3), deep-drill analysis of se-
lected sources (§ 4), communicating with robotic
telescopes (§ 5), planning tools for observing runs
(§ 6), visualizing follow-up data (§ 7), viewing a
summary as a science program report (§ 8) and
triggering Target of Opportunity programs (§ 9).
2. INGESTION STREAMS
There are three avenues by which new sources
may be saved on the GROWTH Marshal: pro-
grammable real-time filtering, archival retrieval,
and manual entry. Each of the current methods
of saving sources to the GROWTH Marshal is in-
tended to allow our users to pick out sources they
find relevant to their science programs and to avoid
missing any interesting sources among a vast num-
ber of irrelevant candidates.
First, throughout a night of observation, the
GROWTH Marshal promptly receives a stream
of Avro packets (Patterson et al. in prep) from
the Zwicky Transient Facility describing proper-
ties of recently detected candidate sources, in-
cluding a rolling 30-day history of detections and
non-detections of that candidate. Users of the
GROWTH Marshal write programmable filters in
a purpose-built domain-specific language to auto-
matically accept or reject detected candidates in
real-time as Avro packets are received by the Mar-
shal. A user’s programmable filter defines a func-
tion to be applied to each incoming candidate’s
Avro packet that returns a boolean value repre-
senting whether or not the source passes a science
program’s selection criterion. The programmable
filter language is intentionally simplified to allow
the GROWTH Marshal to safely attempt to exe-
cute any written filter and to ensure that all can-
didates can be filtered for every programmable fil-
ter in near real time. Any candidate that passes a
user’s programmable filter is presented to the user
for manual candidate vetting prior to saving it as a
source on the Marshal. The programmable filters
do not perform any image-level operations.
Second, for users that may wish to perform more
extensive offline calculations to select sources rel-
evant to their science programs, we allow archival
retrieval. Each detected candidate’s Avro packet
is fully archived in an external database once the
packet is broadcast. The GROWTH Marshal is
able to retrieve archived information about a candi-
date using the candidate’s Avro packet id and thus
save particular candidates as specified by the user.
All candidates saved by their Avro packet ids are
still presented to the user for manual candidate vet-
ting before being saved as a source on the Marshal.
Third, we recognize that users may be inter-
ested in follow-up of sources discovered by sur-
veys other than the Zwicky Transient Facility and
using manual discovery streams such as announce-
ments on Astronomer’s Telegram or the Gamma-
ray Circular Network. Thus, the GROWTH Mar-
shal allows users to manually add sources to their
science programs by providing the source’s name
and position. We assume that there is no uncer-
tainty about the user’s interest in a manually added
source and that the user has already sufficiently
vetted such a source. Therefore, manually added
sources skip the candidate vetting step and are im-
mediately saved as sources on the Marshal under a
particular science program.
Finally, to further facilitate collaboration, the
GROWTH Marshal includes a system that allows
manual transfer, sharing and deletion of sources
among science programs. This is needed if a
source is interesting to several programs simultane-
3Figure 1. Schematic representing the various components of the GROWTH Marshal Science Portal.
ously, or if follow-up deems that a source no longer
satisfies the criteria for the science program that
saved it. For example, if a core-collapse science
program finds that a candidate is a thermonuclear
supernova after spectroscopic classification, any
member of the core-collapse program may choose
4Figure 2. The GROWTH Marshal Homepage.
to either share or transfer the source from their pro-
gram.
3. VISUAL VETTING OF CANDIDATES
The GROWTH Marshal has a graphical user in-
terface that presents all candidates saved either by
5passing a user’s programmable filter or by packet
id to the user for further manual vetting. Each can-
didate is presented with a triplet of image-cutouts
centered on the candidate position in the refer-
ence image, science image and difference image.
A user’s candidates are listed alongside more de-
tailed information for each candidate such as the
candidate’s photometric evolution. Users are able
to manually save or reject candidates based on the
provided information. Saved candidates are imme-
diately saved as sources on the Marshal. Rejected
candidates are noted along with the reason for re-
jection, which is then made available to the can-
didate stream’s developers to improve the perfor-
mance of machine-learning algorithms and other
candidate detection apparatus. A candidate that is
not selected by one science program is allowed to
be selected by another science program. Candi-
dates can be rank-sorted by their machine-learning
score (Mahabal et al. in prep). Alternately, if users
plan to follow-up candidates in real-time, they can
sort the stream of candidates by observation time
so that they look at the newest candidates first.
During development of a filter, we anticipate that
science programs may have too large a number of
candidates passing a users filter that are impracti-
cal to fully review. Thus, the GROWTH Marshal’s
programmable filters allow users to save and label
values calculated during the application of the fil-
ter to incoming candidate Avro packets (Patterson
et al. in prep). These saved values are presented
alongside candidates as annotations for use in vet-
ting. The GROWTH Marshal provides the ability
to sort candidates by the value of annotations with
a particular label, allowing users to prioritize vet-
ting candidates that may be the most interesting for
their purposes. This allows users to re-tune their
filters so that a more manageable number passes
their selection criterion.
As the ZTF discovery stream evolves, machine-
learning improves and the GROWTH marshal fil-
ters are fine-tuned, we anticipate that this manual
candidate vetting step will not be needed to sepa-
rate real astrophysical sources from bogus sources.
The key to automate the saving of candidates as
sources is selection criterion that yield a suffi-
ciently pure stream of astrophysically real sources
that each satisfy a science program’s selection cri-
terion.
4. DEEP-DRILL ANALYSIS ON SELECTED
SOURCES
Once a candidate is saved to a science pro-
gram, the members perform deep-drill analysis to
a source to help prioritize follow-up observations
and provide additional clues on the nature of the
source (Figure 3). All photometry is displayed
in an interactive light curve where the user can
add/remove filters and zoom in/out. All spectra are
shown in an interactive display where the user can
overplot line transitions of various elements, sky
lines, telluric lines etc. Cross-matches to various
archival, multi-wavelength catalogs is done to re-
trieve relevant information. Users can freely add
comments about the nature of the source. Users
can do a detailed examination by pulling up all de-
tection image triplets of the source. Each science
program has developed different analysis tools cus-
tomized to their science goals. For example:
4.1. Light Curve Fitting Tool
For some classes of transients, users can run a
light curve fitter to predict future source brightness
and thus plan out which resources, what cadence
and what depth should be used for obtaining ad-
ditional data. Specifically, when using type Ia su-
pernovae as cosmological distance indicators, their
peak magnitudes need to be standardized because
supernovae that are fading slower are also intrinsi-
cally brighter. Similarly supernovae that are bluer
at peak are also brighter. To determine this stan-
dardization, a SN Ia template needs to be fit to
the lightcurve. The GROWTH marshal has a sim-
ple tool that fits the SALT2 template (Guy et al.
2007; Betoule et al. 2014) using the Python pack-
age sncosmo (Barbary et al. 2016). Since this
fit requires exact knowledge of the filter transmis-
sion curves, the data is limited to photometry from
ZTF and a few other telescopes. The lightcurve
fit results yield useful information such as the pre-
dicted time of peak and magnitude at peak. Ad-
ditionally comparing the absolute peak magnitude
and the “stretch” and color parameters, x1 and c,
respectively, to the expected values for a type Ia
supernova can be used to assess whether the tran-
sient may be a type Ia supernova or not. Since
sncosmo offers easy access to more lightcurve
templates, including many for supernova types
other than Ia, we are implementing a feature that
allows the user to select which template to fit. The
quicklook fit results are very valuable for timely
followup decisions, even if the transient that the
template was fit to is not a type Ia supernova.
4.2. Offset Plot
In extragalactic astronomy, measurement of as-
trometry has proven to be an effective parameter
to identify transient phenomena that are associ-
ated with nuclear black holes (e.g. tidal disruption
events and AGN variability). Although the offset
from the host galaxy centroid is available at the
scanning phase, there are usually too few detec-
6Figure 3. An example candidate deep-drill page which collates the photometric and spectroscopic follow-up
associated with the source, links the candidate to various databases, allows alerts to be sent, annotations to
be freely added and follow-up assignments to be made.
tions to tell whether the offsets are indeed clustered
around the host centroid. In light of this, the off-
set plot is provided as a functionality for the saved
candidates on the GROWTH Marshal. The back-
end Marshal database is designed to archive the pa-
rameters denoting the measured offset between the
transient and the nearest source in the reference im-
age for every detection. We created a script to dis-
play the scatter plot of ∆RA and ∆DEC for each
detection by querying the photometry table. On
the background, we also mark nearby objects (<
10 arcsec) in the Pan-STARRS1 catalog to help vi-
sually associate transients with their host galaxies.
4.3. Automated Annotations
An automated annotation for a source on the
GROWTH Marshal consists of a name, a datatype,
and the annotation’s content. The automated anno-
tation’s name is a description of the property de-
scribed by the annotation, e.g. “SDSS_spec_z”.
Since the automated annotations are intended to act
as extensions to the Marshal’s database entries and
since the Marshal has no ability to decide which
automated annotation among many should be re-
garded as describing the “true” value for a particu-
lar property, the GROWTH Marshal allows at most
one automated annotation with a given name to be
present for a particular source. The automated an-
notation’s datatype, e.g. “BOOL”, “FLOAT”, or
“STRING”, is used by the Marshal to determine
how to interpret the annotation’s content. The an-
notation’s content consists of a single value con-
sistent with the specified datatype followed by any
other relevant information required by the user.
When the GROWTH Marshal attempts to inter-
pret an automated annotation, it takes everything
in the annotation’s content before the first space as
the annotations’s value to be interpreted in keep-
ing with the annotation’s datatype and ignores all
of the annotation’s content after the first space.
This allows automated annotations to be used by
the Marshal for sorting and searching, while also
allowing automated annotations to contain further
information, like error bars or external hyperlinks,
7needed for users to properly interpret the auto-
mated annotation’s value.
Finally, the GROWTH Marshal allows users to
retrieve saved source data from the Marshal and
submit new automated annotations via HTTP Post
requests. The Marshal’s users are therefore able
to determine relevant source properties and submit
new automated annotations to the Marshal using
scripts on their own machines. Thus, the submis-
sion of automated annotations to the Marshal may
be automated by users and customized by each sci-
ence program.
4.4. Alerts on sources that require urgent
follow-up
With all the follow-up data and analysis tools at
the user’s fingertips, a member of a science pro-
gram may realize that a source requires immedi-
ate follow-up (within minutes or hours). Thus,
the GROWTH Marshal provides an alert message
function to call the attention of all members of a
given science program. There are two modes of
the alert message: soft alert and hard alert. Soft
alerts are sent in the form of emails to members of
a science program. Hard alerts are sent as text mes-
sages to the mobile numbers of members of a sci-
ence program. Accidental hard alerts are avoided
with a pop-up window to confirm the sending of
the alert. The users may also set their preferences
to not be disturbed by hard alerts and will receive
emails instead. This function improves the inef-
ficiency in traditional email correspondence with
a template message for each source. The message
specifies the name and coordinates of a source with
a link to the source deep-drill page.
5. INTERFACE TOOLS TO COMMUNICATE
WITH ROBOTIC, FOLLOW-UP
TELESCOPES
The GROWTH Marshal provides an interface
between the Marshal’s users and the managers
of robotic telescopes for automatically requesting
follow-up observations of sources saved on the
Marshal, e.g., the Palomar 60-inch telescope and
the Liverpool telescope. Telescope managers are
able to specify what information is required to per-
form a follow-up observation and grant permission
to some science programs for automated follow-
up. When requesting follow-up observation of a
source, users who are members of approved sci-
ence programs are able to complete a form gener-
ated from the telescope team’s specifications which
is then passed along to the telescope team.
When providing a specification of the informa-
tion required for follow-up, a telescope team is
required to also specify the URL to which the
Marshal may send HTTP Post requests. When
a user completes a follow-up request form, the
form is then sent over to this specified URL. The
GROWTH Marshal then uses the response from
this Post request as an indication of whether the
telescope team has accepted the request. In the
event of a successful response, the followup re-
quest is saved on the Marshal as a pending ob-
servation. If the Post request times out or is sent
to an invalid URL, the Marshal notifies the user
that it was unable to communicate with the tele-
scope team and does not save the failed follow-up
request. If the Post request returns an error code,
the error description is provided to the user and the
request is not saved on the Marshal. This allows
telescope teams to reject invalid or incomplete re-
quest forms and indicate the reason for rejection
(e.g., if the user did not properly format some re-
quired parameter or if the telescope is completely
down for maintenance).
Once a follow-up request is submitted, the
scheduling and execution of the observation is left
entirely to the discretion of the telescope team. The
Marshal allows telescope teams to update the cur-
rent status for submitted follow-up requests to in-
form the Marshal users of how close the obser-
vation is to completion. The Marshal also allows
users to modify or cancel submitted follow-up re-
quests, relaying the changed information back to
the telescope team in the same manner as used to
submit the original request. Upon the completion
of a requested observation, the telescope team is
able to submit the resulting photometric or spec-
troscopic information to the Marshal in a stan-
dardized format. This photometry or spectroscopy
is then incorporated with the Marshal’s existing
saved photometric and spectroscopic data, allow-
ing users to interact with the newly observed data
with the Marshal’s set of inbuilt analysis tools.
6. OBSERVING RUN PLANNER FOR
CLASSICAL FOLLOW-UP
In addition to the integrated automatic follow-up
of targets, the GROWTH Marshal also contains a
toolset for classical follow-up. This toolset is orga-
nized as follows:
• The scheduler keeps track of available
follow-up resources (e.g, date of ob-
serving run, telescope, instrument, ob-
server/contact).
• On the overview page of each target, follow-
up can be assigned, with a priority (1-5),
and a comment giving details of the needed
follow-up.
8• For each observing date, the Observing
Planner will compile a sortable list of the tar-
gets that have been assigned, and generate a
starlist with offset stars for each target, for
use at the telescope.
The Observing Planner page can be used both to
plan ahead and keep track in real-time of the ob-
servations that are done during the night. For each
target, the Observing Planner displays the visibility
plot, the lightcurve, cutouts from our reference and
subtraction images, and any comments that were
added when the follow-up assignments were made
(see Fig. 4). Links to generate finder charts with an
offset grid from three nearby, bright stars are also
automatically generated.
The target list is by default sorted according
to the visibility of the transient from the relevant
telescope. This makes it very simple for the ob-
server to optimize the observing schedule for the
night. Sorting by RA, Dec, Name, type, age, prior-
ity, magpsf and redshift are also allowed. In case
a high number of targets have been assigned to
an observing run, the Observing Planner also al-
lows for different filtering criteria, such as priority
and/or candidate type (e.g, nuclear, variable star,
transient) and/or classification (e.g., SN Ia, SN II,
AGN) and/or science program(s). The essential in-
formation from the target list is also included in
the automatically generated starlist, including the
latest filtered magnitude, which allows exposure
times to be estimated. Any comments added when
the follow-up assignments were made are also ap-
pended to the starlist.
7. INGEST AND VISUALIZE FOLLOW-UP
DATA
After follow-up observations of sources in the
GROWTH Marshal have been performed, the re-
sults need to be reported back to the collabora-
tion by ingesting the observations into the Marshal
database. Due to the number of follow-up facilities
at the collaboration’s disposal, it would be impos-
sible to include automatic interfaces for all follow-
up programs. Instead the follow-up data needs to
be uploaded using two simple forms, one for pho-
tometry and another for spectroscopy.
The photometry upload form allows the user
to either submit single points of data or a whole
ASCII table of observation, provided that they
were all obtained with the same telescope and in-
strument. Data can only be submitted for combi-
nations of telescope and instrument that are known
to the Marshal database. If a telescope or instru-
ment is missing from the database it can be added
through a linked form. When submitting an ASCII
table of data the user must specify which type of
information each column contains. Regardless of
whether a single data point or a table, certain in-
formation is always required for the upload. This
includes the Julian Date of the observation, filter,
magnitude, magnitude error and the limiting mag-
nitude. Optionally the user can also list the ob-
servers and reducers of the data to allow them to
be credited for their contribution.
Manually uploaded photometry is added to the
photometry table of the database which also col-
lects all the observations and limiting magnitudes
of the P48 observations that were ingested from
the Avro alert packets. On a dedicated photometry
page of a source this data can be as an interactive
plot of the lightcurve, on which the user can zoom
in for close inspection, as well as a simple table
that can also be exported to a comma-separated-
value (csv) file for further data analysis.
The spectroscopy upload form accepts spectro-
scopic data as either FITS or ASCII file. The up-
load is not limited to spectra of the object; obser-
vations of the host galaxy or the sky can also be
submitted. As for photometric data, telescope and
instrument first need to be entered into the data
base. If the uploaded files contain important in-
formation as observation date and exposure time
in the header, this will be entered into the database
automatically. If the information is missing from
the header, it can be provided in the form. Again
the observer and reducer can be credited there as
well. If further information was derived from the
spectrum such as redshift or phase of the transient,
this can be included as well and will be displayed
to all users as comments on the spectrum.
The uploaded spectroscopic data can be viewed
on a dedicated spectroscopy page for the source
(Figure 5). There the spectra can be inspected in
interactive plots of either multiple spectra or the
individual ones. Like the photometric lightcurve
plots, the user can can zoom in to relevant parts of
the spectrum. The most relevant absorption lines
(as well as common galactic and atmospheric lines)
can be overlayed and shifted to the transient red-
shift and expansion velocity. Furthermore the in-
dividual spectra can be binned into larger bins to
make the inspection of noisy data easier.
8. VIEW REPORTS OF PROPERTIES OF
SELECTED DATA
Summary of all sources belonging to a user’s
science programs can be viewed on the “Program
Reports” page, on which the user can either view
all of their science programs or be filtered down
to a single program (Figure 6). This page con-
tains a table of the basic data of the transient, in-
9  Tools Observing Planner .
.
  
Assigned to Scheduled Run: 2018-04-10 P200+DBSP  
(priority 0  or higher) 
More query options ▼
There are 7 targets assigned to this run (jump to starlist):
Name 
Type
RA Dec REF SUB Light Curve Assignment Details
Comments
ZTF18aahqnwb
None
10:01:58.42 +33:35:03.6 2018-04-10 tiara P3 Classification | nuclear transient.
ZTF18aaidbso
None
10:45:43.89 +09:00:09.6 2018-04-
10
tiara P4 Classification | nuclear transient in a cool
galaxy.
ZTF18aahfdfy
None
11:31:13.32 +34:12:03.2 2018-04-11 steveschulze P3 Classification
yiyang [info]: = AT2018ajk, discovered 2018-03-19 
ZTF18aahrzrb
None
12:05:35.33 +34:23:19.7 2018-04-10 tiara P3 Classification | Nuclear transient. rising.
ZTF18aaiatvv
None
14:40:35.32 +30:13:36.3 2018-04-10 tiara P3 Classification | Nuclear transient.
ZTF18aahzjyx
None
15:07:34.23 +49:04:13.7 2018-04-10 tiara P3 Classification | Nuclear transient. rising.
ZTF18aaimxdx
SN Ia 91bg-like
(z=0.04)
17:44:08.86 +39:21:19.2 2018-04-10 annayqho P5 Classification
Ariel [redshift]: 0.04
Ariel [classification]: SN Ia 91bg-like
lyan [info]: photometry fluctuations are worrisom, errors should be bigger
Starlist: 
G191-B2B            05 05 30.60  +52 49 56.0  2000.0  ! Standard
BD+75325            08 10 49.31  +74 57 57.5  2000.0  ! Standard
Feige34             10 39 36.71  +43 06 10.1  2000.0  ! Standard
Feige67             12 41 51.83  +17 31 20.5  2000.0  ! Standard
BD+28d4211          21 51 11.07  +28 51 51.8  2000.0  ! Standard
ZTF18aahqnwb        10 01 58.42  +33 35 03.6  2000.0  ! P3 Classification | tiara: nuclear transient. (r=19.9)
ZTF18aaidbso        10 45 43.89  +09 00 09.6  2000.0  ! P4 Classification | tiara: nuclear transient in a cool galaxy. (r=19.8)
ZTF18aahfdfy        11 31 13.32  +34 12 03.2  2000.0  ! P3 Classification | steveschulze:  (r=19.7)
ZTF18aahrzrb        12 05 35.33  +34 23 19.7  2000.0  ! P3 Classification | tiara: Nuclear transient. rising. (r=19.4)
ZTF18aaiatvv        14 40 35.32  +30 13 36.3  2000.0  ! P3 Classification | tiara: Nuclear transient. (r=20.7)
ZTF18aahzjyx        15 07 34.23  +49 04 13.7  2000.0  ! P3 Classification | tiara: Nuclear transient. rising. (r=20.5)
ZTF18aaimxdx        17 44 08.86  +39 21 19.2  2000.0  ! P5 Classification SN Ia | annayqho:  (r=19.8)
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Figure 4. The Observing Planner page. Green checkboxes allow the observer to mark the target as observed
during the observing night. The pdf symbols in the first column generates finder charts with offset stars.
cluding type, redshift, RA, Dec and the latest ob-
served magnitude. Additionally small previews
of the lightcurves and spectroscopic data (if avail-
able) are provided for each transient. Lastly there
are columns for current follow-up assignments and
their priority, autoannotations and ingestion date
that have been added to the source. The table
can be sorted by most columns and additionally by
10
Figure 5. Snapshot of the GROWTH marshal interactive spectra page. We allow users to enter line identifi-
cations, specify redshift and/or velocity, mark common sky/telluric/galaxy lines, select/unselect a subset of
the spectroscopic sequence.
any autoannotation by clicking on the autoannota-
tion name. The sorting by autoannotation allows
each science program to define their own metric
by which the candidates are to be sorted. Sources
can also be filtered based on ingestion date range
and/or follow-up instruments and/or classification.
For further management of a science program, a
pie-chart shows the classification of all the sources
assigned to the program.
9. TRIGGERING A TARGET OF
OPPORTUNITY FOR MULTI-MESSENGER
ASTROPHYSICS
The Target of Opportunity (ToO) Marshal is de-
signed to facilitate the multi-messenger detection
of counterparts to short gamma-ray burst, high
energy neutrino, and gravitational-wave candidate
events. The workflow of the ToO Marshal be-
gins with a trigger from an external source out-
side of the GROWTH marshal. An external in-
strument, such as the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst
Monitor (GBM), IceCube Neutrino Observatory,
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Figure 6. Snapshot of the GROWTH Marshal reports page. The pie-chart shows spectroscopic classi-
fications and allows filtering by type. The histogram shows follow-up assignments to various follow-up
telescopes. The table summarizes various properties of the transients and can be exported into machine-
readable format.
or Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, releases
a candidate event by Gamma-ray Coordinates Net-
work (GCN). These GCN notices include informa-
tion about the candidate, including sky localization
information, either in the form of a Hierarchical
Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization (HEALPix)
map or center of sky localization and error ellipse,
and other identifying features, such as whether the
gamma-ray burst is short or long, or the likeli-
hood that the gravitational-wave transient has an
object with a mass consistent with a neutron star.
For any given transient, which are uniquely iden-
tified by their time, a series of “tags” are created,
which give short, characteristic representations of
the transients. For example, Fermi GBM transients
have tags such as Fermi, short, long, and GRB,
which are applied depending on the information in
the notice.
For each of these notices, pages are created with
five overall sections. The first, which applies in
the Fermi GBM case, is to show a plot of the
lightcurve. The second is to demonstrate the ob-
servability of the source. This includes the time
windows that the source is available from Palomar
and the time elapsed since the trigger time. The
third are the GCN notices associated with the tran-
sient. For many of these transients, refined analy-
ses lead to improvements in the sky localization.
For example, in the gravitational-wave case, in-
corporation of detector calibration errors and full
MCMC-based analyses can change the localiza-
tion. For this reason, each notice is ingested and
analyzed separately. The fourth is a section for ob-
serving plans, which are created for each of these
notices. Finally, links to the GROWTH Marshal
are created corresponding to the particular observ-
ing program.
There are a few components to each observing
plan. The first is a queue name, which identifies
the name given to the particular set of observa-
tions. The second is the start and end time of the
set of observations. The third is the maximum ex-
posure time for the observations. The fourth is the
filter the observations will be taken in. A schedule
with the fields encompassing the probability region
are created based on these requested parameters.
The scheduling is optimized using algorithms de-
scribed in Rana et al. 2017; Ghosh et al. 2017. Sub-
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sequent sets of exposures of the same fields (poten-
tially in different filters) are performed by making
a separate request outside of the original window
of time requested.
10. CONCLUSION
In summary, the GROWTH marshal provides an
effective collaborative platform for time-domain
astronomy. This portal continues to be developed
based on feedback from the scientists using it with
new features added every week. The GROWTH
Marshal facilitates full automation of alert sav-
ing and alert follow-up. If a science program de-
cides their alert stream is sufficiently pure that they
would like to fully automate saving alerts and fully
automate follow-up, this is technically straightfor-
ward. Indeed, two science programs are currently
exploring full automation.
As we prepare for the LSST era, where the alert
stream increases by yet another order of magni-
tude, science portals like the GROWTH Marshal
will serve to assist collaborations focus on answer-
ing science questions and prioritize use of follow-
up resources amidst the deluge of transient alerts.
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